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An Internet Minute
Today: Growing Social Network Data Size!
 Novel Social Data Management Services!

60 seconds on
the Internet



A Deluge of Information!!!



Goal

Source: http://www.signagesolutionsmag.com/article/unleashing-new-media-the-rise-of-the-social-media-command-center-15501
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Building Blocks

 Physical event detection, localization and tracking
from social media feeds (Twitter + Instagram)

 Fact-finding (separating true and false media posts)

 Polarization analysis (separating different views in a
conflict, isolating the community adopting each
view, and distilling more neutral narratives)

 Anomaly detection and explanation



Putting Components Together

Event
Detection,

Localization,
Tracking

Fact-finding

Polarization
Analysis

Anomaly
Explanation

Assemble any way you like.

Example:



Putting Components Together

Event
Detection,

Localization,
Tracking

Fact-finding

Polarization
Analysis

Anomaly
Explanation

Assemble any way you like.

Example:

Short
microblogs
(tweets)

Add annotations to each tweet
(event name, location, etc)

Add annotations to each tweet
(belief: true/false, source reliability)

Add annotations to each tweet
(tweet polarity, source polarity)

Anomaly (cue)



Capability #1

Event Detection, Localization,
Tracking



Insight

 An analogy between social media and
physical media: both propagate signals
that offer information on physical
events

 Build tools for “social sensing”



The Social Signal:
An Analogy

Physical target
Response of physical propagation medium

(e.g., acoustic, vibration, optical, …)

Received signature (energy in
multiple signal frequency bands)



An Analogy
Physical target

Response of physical propagation medium
(e.g., acoustic, vibration, optical, …)

Received signature (energy in
multiple signal frequency bands)

Physical event Response of social propagation medium
(e.g., tweets)

Received signature (energy in
multiple keyword frequency bands)



Demultiplexing
(New Protests, 6/13/2017)

 “Protests” 6/13/2017

 For Trump's birthday, an army of protesters will be delivering the president a
plane ticket to Russia… https://t.co/cB3GS8xHvj

 Women Dressed As Handmaids Descend On Ohio Statehouse To Protest Anti-
Abortion Law https://t.co/guuLo8DnKk

 िकसानआ�ोलन म� िकसानो म� ही पड़ी फूट.. एक टूटे धड़े ने कहा िक - "येआ�ोलन नही ं
राजनीित" https://t.co/pKDtzVKU7A

 Trump Supporters Plan Protest at CNN Headquarters in Atlanta to Decry Fake
News - Breitbart https://t.co/SA4IbL6jvM via @BreitbartNews

 FCT Indigenes Protest Unclad In Abuja Over Marginalization (Photos) >>
https://t.co/vQ3yX6He7B

 Parishioners protest priest reassignments across Catholic Diocese of Memphis.
https://t.co/JC11n80trB

 Thousands of people in more than 100 cities in Russia turned out to protest
official corruption https://t.co/gOJKZSDBQh



Instagram



Event Timeline
Moscow, Protest



Events and Signal Processing:
The Lexical Frequency Domain

 “Portability”  Language Independence

 Observation: Targets can be recognized using
frequency domain signatures

 Question: Can we detect and track events using
“frequency domain” signatures only?

 At first glance: text has complex semantics, so the
ordering of keywords has great impact on meaning
 “John killed Mary” versus “Mary killed John”

 Do we need natural language processing to identify
and track distinct events?



Events and Signals:
A Data Association Problem

Easy to associate data with events

Hard to associate data with events

Feature axis

Sparsely populated
feature space

Densely populated
feature space



A Signal Sparsity Observation

 Most languages have about 10,000 frequent words.

 Number of “events” in a Twitter data trace may be
in the 100s or 1000s

 The space of 1-word event signatures is not “sparse
enough”

 Consider 2-word event signatures

 There are at least 100,000,000 possible signatures

 The space of 2-word signatures is vastly sparse:
 Different events  Different signatures (assuming

independent keywords)



Event Detection,
Consolidation, and Tracking:
Signal Processing Questions

 How to detect new event signatures?

 Find high-information-gain signatures (new
spikes in the frequency spectrum)

 Bin tweets that contain a new signature into a
cluster

 Determine if this cluster is of a new event or
not using frequency domain distance (note:
some events will have more than one
signature)



Tweet
cluster

Tweet
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Tweet cluster Tweet cluster

Event Detection, Consolidation
and Tracking

Automatically detected
high-information-gain
keyword pairs
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Time
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Three key ideas:
1. Use information gain to detect new keyword pairs (event signatures)
2. Each pair gives rise to a cluster of tweets (that contain the pair)
3. Merge clusters with similar keyword distributions



Distance Metrics
(For Merging Event Data Clusters)

 Cosine similarity

 Term frequency difference

 Jaccard distance

 KL divergence

Tweet cluster Tweet cluster
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(keyword pair)
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signal



Distance Metrics
(For Merging Event Data Clusters)

 Cosine similarity

 Term frequency difference

 Jaccard distance

 KL divergence

Tweet cluster Tweet cluster

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

Tweet
cluster Tweet cluster

Tweet cluster Clusters
of tweets
containing
keyword
pairs

Event track

Lexical
frequency
domain
signalLexical

frequency
domain
signal

Challenge:
Adaptive data
consolidation



Event Tracks



Recognizing Distinct Event
Tracks

 Contribution: Efficient
algorithms that
“demultiplex” Twitter
feed into sub-streams
associated with
different events in a
class (e.g., different
concurrent shootings
or different
concurrent protests)



Accuracy

 Accuracy in data association (four Twitter streams)



Precision Comparison



Demultiplexing
Quality

 A distribution (pie
chart) of the number
of different events
per “demultiplexed”
stream.

 Ideally, must be 1,
100% of the time.



Contribution to the State of
the Art in Event Detection

 Many techniques focus on detection, not
demultiplexing (can detect a protest, but can’t
differentiate well text describing two different
protests

 Some do demultiplexing based on location
information (e.g., geo-tags)

 Most tweets (about 98%) are not geo-tagged.

 Others extract the location information from text
(need training to understand location words)



A Multilingual Approach

 Το γαλλικό πλήρωμα αναγκάστηκε σε προσγείωση 
στην Αθήνα, στην πορεία τους προς τη Μόσχα

 フランスの乗組員は、モスクワへ向かう途中、アテネの
緊急着陸を余儀なくされた

 واضطر الطاقم الفرنسیة إلى الھبوط اضطراریا في أثینا في طریقھا إلى
موسكو

 l�� च चालक दल मा�ो के िलए अपने रा�े पर एथ�स म� एक
आपात ल�िडंग करने के िलए मजबूर िकया गया



Contribution to the State of
the Art in Event Detection

 Our demultiplexing technique

 No location info (e.g., geotags)

 No language understanding

 No prior training

Suitable for IoT applications



On False Positives

 Some “tweet buckets” created by the
demultiplexing algorithm contain
unrelated tweets that coincidentally
share the same (common) keyword
pairs.

 How to automatically detect and
eliminate such theme-less buckets?



Removing False Positives



Detection, Localization and
Tracking with Instagram

 Motivation: Why use Instagram for Event
Localization?

 Unlike text that can be written from anywhere, pictures
of an event are generally taken at the event location.

 Almost 25% of Instagram images are geotagged (but
only 2% of tweets).

 Analogy: An Instagram picture = “binary sensor”
signifying event “detection”

 Method: Leverage prior sensor network literature

on localization and tracking with binary sensors
33



Feasibility of Instagram-based
Localization

 Example: Tracking “LA Marathon” (2015)

34



Instagram

 Tracking “LA Marathon”

35



Feasibility of Instagram-based
Tracking

 Tracking “LA Marathon”: Early Stage
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Feasibility of Instagram-based
Tracking

 Tracking “LA Marathon”: Middle

37



Feasibility of Instagram-based
Tracking

 Tracking “LA Marathon”: Late Stage

38



On False Positives

 Some picture clusters come from “echo”
locations (e.g., large groups watching a
concert event on a TV screen in bar). How
to eliminate them?

 Main idea: eliminate smaller picture clusters
that are similar in tags to a larger cluster



Event Detection Results

40



Architecture for Twitter and
Instagram Fusion

 Fusion of Twitter and Instagram Data



Evaluation

 Protest data set collected from Twitter
and Instagram



Evaluation

 Fusion offers a
better trade-
off between
precision and
recall



Example: Tracking the Nepal
Earthquake

 A data association problem for a “moving” target



Example: Jat Delhi Protest



The Social Signal Layer

Keywords

Frequency counts
Event

Detection
and Tracking

Social Medium
Observers of
Physical Events

Social Sensing

Signal, Signal (k)
Event Map
Events and Trajectories

Event Data
(Tweets Associated

with the Event)

Event
Flash mob

Event
ProtestEvent

Marathon



Event Timeline
Moscow, Protest



Event Timeline
Moscow, Protest



Capability #2

Veracity Analysis



Insight

 Think of short text excerpts (e.g.,
tweets) as true/false. Jointly assess
veracity of tweets and sources:

 Tweets with more independent (and more
truthful) sources are more likely to be true

 Sources with a larger fraction of tweets
deemed true are more likely to be reliable



Tweets as Information “bits”

 A binary signal model

Examples of Twitter “Sensing”
Crash blocking lanes on I-5S @ McBean Pkwy in Santa Clarita

BREAKING NEWS: Shots fired in Watertown; source says
Boston Marathon terror bomb suspect has been pinned down

The police chief of Afghanistan’s southern Kandahar
province has died in a suicide attack on his headquarters.

Yonkers mayor has lifted his gas rationing order. Fill it up!

Each observation is a “bit” of
information: Either true or false



Noise on the Social Medium

Examples of Twitter “Noise”
Why are iphone chargers not called Apple Juice?

Nothing makes me happier than traffic in LA!

52



The Physical
Environment

Observers of unknown
reliability, S

00010…
11100...10010… 11110… State trajectories

(time series), C

0
1 1

1 0

00

1

State
Estimator

Maximum
likelihood
estimation

Crowd-sensing

Noisy reported observations
(claims), SC

Error Bounds

Reconstructed
state, z

Decision
Making

The Social Sensing Subsystem

Logical “bit-channel” Layer: Data Cleaning



Social Networks as Noisy
Channels

 The source noise model:

 Source error distribution

 Prob (correct), and

 Prob (wrong) = 1 – Prob (correct)

 The distribution is not known a priori

 Uncertain provenance

 When John makes an observation it is
impossible to tell if he is the original source



Social Networks as Noisy
Channels

 The source noise model:

 Source error distribution

 Prob (correct), and

 Prob (wrong) = 1 – Prob (correct)

 The distribution is not known a priori

 Uncertain provenance

 When John makes an observation it is
impossible to tell if he is the original source

Source reliability



The Channel “Decoding”
Problem

 Joint estimation of

 Source reliability

 True/false value of each observation (claim)

 Given

 Who said what, and

 Correlations between sources

 The empirically observed probability that one
source repeats another



Social Channel “Decoding”
A Maximum Likelihood Estimation Problem

…

Sources Claims

Attribute:
Reliability

Attribute:
True/False

 Joint estimation of
 Source reliability

 True/false value of each
observation

 Given
 Who said what

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest



Source Dependencies

…

Sources Claims

Attribute:
Reliability

Attribute:
True/False

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest

 Joint estimation of
 Source reliability

 True/false value of each
observation

 Given
 Who said what, and

 Correlations between
sources



Expectation Maximization

Likelihood Function Incorporating Source Dependency

Dependent
Sources

i

g

Claim

59



Expectation Maximization

E-Step

M-Step

60



Goal: Find Free Parking Lots on UIUC Campus

61

Y

N

Y: Free Parking lot - no
charge after 5pm

N: Not free parking lot

A Controlled “Social Sensing”
Experiment
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Experiment setup:
106 parking lots of interests, 46 indeed free
30 participants, 901 marks collected

Goal: Find Free Parking Lots on UIUC Campus

A Controlled “Social Sensing”
Experiment



Humans as (Noisy) Sensors

 Example of tweets collected
in the aftermath of the Syrian
chemical weapons attack in
August 2013.

 Tweets were crawled for ten
days after the event using the
keywords “Syria”, “attack”,
“dead”

 Table shows results of
maximum likelihood
estimation, automatically
separating tweets into
“socially corroborated” and
“not corroborated”.

Triage Result: Recommended for Viewing Triage Result: Dismissed/Unimportant
Medecins Sans Frontieres says it treated about 3,600
patients with 'neurotoxic symptoms' in Syria, of whom
355 died http://t.co/eHWY77jdS0

So sad. All but one of the activists who filmed the
chemical attack in Syria died of toxins:
http://t.co/7Xc9u8achL

Weapons expert says #Syria footage of alleged chemical
attack "difficult to fake" http://t.co/zfDMujaCTV

Saudis offer Russia secret oil deal if it drops Syria via
@Telegraph http://t.co/iOutxSiaRs

U.N. experts in Syria to visit site of poison gas attack
http://t.co/jol8OlFxnf via @reuters #PJNET

Putin Orders Massive Strike Against Saudi Arabia If West
Attacks Syria http://t.co/SFLJ9ghwbt

Syria Gas Attack: 'My Eyes Were On Fire'
http://t.co/z76MiHj0Em

Miley Cyrus twerks meanwhile in other news the U.S.A.
might declare war on Syria....

Long-term nerve damage feared after Syria chemical
attack http://t.co/8vw7BiOxQR

I posted a new photo to Facebook
http://t.co/FRWBFC0vKb

Syrian official blames rebels for deadly attack
http://t.co/76ncmy4eqb

Two Minds on Syria http://t.co/ogDjKFH7Rs via
@NewYorker

Assad regime responsible for Syrian chemical attack, says
UK government http://t.co/pMZ5z7CsNZ

We may be going to war in Syria, and somehow Miley
Cyrus Is trending on twitter

US forces move closer to Syria as options weighed:
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. naval forces are moving
closer to Sy... http://t.co/F6UAAXLa2M

Syrian Chemical Weapons Attack Carried Out by Rebels,
Says UN (UPDATE) http://t.co/lN4CkUePUj #Syria
http://t.co/tTorVFUfZF

400 tonnes of arms sent into #Syria through Turkey to
boost Syria rebels after CW attack in Damascus --&gt;
http://t.co/KLwESYChCc

For those in the US, please text SYRIA to 864233 to
donate $10 via @unicefusa http://t.co/YMXnrk1jcb
#childrenofsyria

UN Syria team departs hotel as Assad denies attack
http://t.co/O3SqPoiq0x

Attack! http://t.co/wY5KKm7R3s

Vehicle of @UN #Syria #ChemicalWeapons team hit by
sniper fire. Team replacing vehicle &amp; then returning
to area.

A fathers last words to his dead daughters killed by Bashar
al-Assad &amp; his supporter army with chemical weapon
attack http://t.co/DN25pLfCq8

International weapons experts leave Syria, U.S. prepares
attack. More @ http://t.co/4Z62RhQKOE

What the media isn’t telling you about the Syrian chemical
attack http://t.co/LQ479S1Tiv

Military strike on Syria would cause retaliatory attack on
Israel, Iran declares http://t.co/M950o5VcgW

France on the phone. Apparently they surrendered to
#Syria weeks ago.

Asia markets fall on Syria concerns: Asian stocks fall,
extending a global market sell-off sparked by growing ...
http://t.co/06A9h2xCnJ

Poll: Do you think the chemical attack in #Syria could
have been a false flag attack to push for war? RT for yes.
Favourite for no

UK Prime Minister Cameron loses Syria war vote (from
@AP) http://t.co/UlFF1wY9gx

Lebanon was once part of Syria and will forever be with
Syria. #PrayForSyria #PrayForLebanon



The Experiments

 Run the maximum likelihood estimator on Twitter data to
determine the probability of correctness of different tweets

 Sort tweets by probability of correctness.

 Give the top N tweets to a human for “grading”

 Human must investigate each tweet to determine if it is true.

 Any tweet that cannot be shown to be true is considered
“unconfirmed”

 Compare the percentages of unconfirmed tweets across
different credibility estimation algorithms

Note: To remove bias, the grader was not told which algorithm
“believed” which tweet.



Evaluation: Sandy Trace
A Comparison of Confirmed True Tweets

18%

65

32%

RT: Retweet

FF: Follower-
Followee

EC: Epidemic
Cascade



15%

66

36%

Evaluation: Irene Trace
A Comparison of Confirmed True Tweets

RT: Retweet

FF: Follower-
Followee

EC: Epidemic
Cascade



10%

67

42%

Evaluation: Egypt Trace
A Comparison of Confirmed True Tweets

RT: Retweet

FF: Follower-
Followee

EC: Epidemic
Cascade



Real-time Estimation

 Offline “decoding”:

 Online “decoding”:

Entire Data Set

Bulk
Algorithm

Learned
History

Bulk
Algorithm

Data
Updates

Data
Updates

Data
Updates

Observations,
probability of
correctness, and
source reliability
estimates

Observations,
probability of
correctness, and
source reliability
estimates

Adapt veracity and social
network estimates
dynamically



Beating the News



Beating the News

Examples of Twitter “Signal”
Syrian rebels seize major army base in Deraa
Note: Reported by Apollo hours before first appearance in news.
(BBC @8am)(Daily Telegraph @9:30)(IB Times @11am)(Reuters @2pm)(Aljazeera @ 4pm)(The Guardian @5pm)…

2am 4am 6am 8am 10am 12pm 2pm 4pm 6pm

Time
(EST)

#Syria #Daraa Rebels bombing Brigade
52 base with hundreds of artillery shells
& rockets -note base is 1200 Hecta big
http://t.co/y4k706jteX

#Syria #Daraa Rebels took
control of Battalion 14 inside
the Brigade 52 base

BBC

Yahoo
News

Reuters

Aljazeera

The
Guardian

Channel
News Asia International

Business
Times

Daily
Telegraph

Apollo
“Likely True”
reports

New
York
Times



A Study of Multiple Events



Accuracy Results of Real-time
Estimation

 Improvement in both Accuracy and Speed



Event Timeline
Moscow, Protest



Event Timeline
Moscow, Protest



Event Timeline
Moscow, Protest



Capability #3

Analysis of Polarization



Insight

 People propagate content that agrees
with their biases and beliefs (and filter
out the rest)

 Cluster content into different bins
according to the way it propagates and you
will isolate the different points of view!



Example: Polarization in Egypt

• Some users are highly polarized, and mostly forward tweets
favoring camp they belong to
• Pro-Morsi or Anti-Morsi

~50%

~25%



Egypt Social Network
of polarized sources

Anti network Pro network
79



Model of a Polarized Network
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Matrix Factorization Approach

Minimize error of factorization

Account for the social network

Source i dependent on j

i’s scores should be consistent with j’s

Regularization

Gradient descent

81



Quality of Classification
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Pro or Anti?

Eurovision winner, Jamala, performed this
song in Kiev a year ago. A year later it
wins Eurovision.



Eurovision

Pro Jamala Anti Jamala

Incredible performance by #Jamala, giving Crimean Tatars, suffering
persecution & abuse, reason to celebrate https://t.co/XWOZADrywH

@marcelsardo @jamala Next year #ESC2017 i represent Serbia,with song
1999, its not about @NATO bombing, its personal, and im hotter than her

Breaking: #Russia launches harassment campaign against #Jamala's
@Twitter a/c. All known Kremlin trolls. @BBC_ua @AP
https://t.co/btk9QyUpkH

Eurovision rules stipulate a song must be NEW (since Sept). @Jamala sang
“1944” in May 2015 https://t.co/T8Pu21hPiM https://t.co/rwAFHHIllf

After deportation requiem, #Jamala explains how restrictions in/on #Crimea
prevented parents fm joining her @ #ESC https://t.co/tMKlX1qNA9

Eliot, @EliotHiggins, Jamala openly performed that song at a concert in May
2015, it was published online. It's a rule violation #Eurovision

President awarded @jamala title of the People’s Artist of Ukraine
https://t.co/2df8J9zHP5

#Eurovision 10 mn � (English subs) by @anatoliisharii shows @Jamala
singing 1944 song 5/2015 https://t.co/swA56P0MbF https://t.co/QzLPr0E43C

Russian coverage of Jamala’s victory descends to the level of old Soviet
anecdote https://t.co/HoNwJKdtCO via @EuromaidanPress

Jamala's "Ukrainian" Parents Prosper in Russian Crimea
https://t.co/W5bZLj008H

Jamala’s father: We do not talk with Russian journalists
https://t.co/EEewVpZ9D2 https://t.co/51rcf8Je3K

❝#CrimeanTatars❞ @Jamala now shows the worth of her patriotism and how
much she REALLY cares https://t.co/KVnkhk3nGL https://t.co/MUNJh3AJH

Photo gallery: #Eurovision winner #Jamala arrives in #Kyiv
https://t.co/MBKhuQ7W03 https://t.co/1eEHKAgsjB

#Ukraine's singer, Jamala, has performed her #Eurovision song a year ago,
which is normally against the rules https://t.co/bxgeOK6X8D

Congratulations to Ukraine on winning #Eurovision 2016! @JAMALA wrote
and composed her song '1944' by herself. ��https://t.co/vZjYHvtoC

Crimean authorities have invited Jamala to an opening of monument
dedicated to Crimean Tatar victims of deportation. https://t.co/oHaF7QGYQw

#Jamala sends everyone a postcard from home, #Ukraine
https://t.co/l1eN6KPVfK

#BREAKING #Jamala is singing for #Russia-n agressors in #Sochi 2015 to
earn money for #Eurovision #ESC2016 #Ukraine https://t.co/gnrH8lWLf4

Another thank you from #Jamala #Eurovision #CrimeaIsUkraine
https://t.co/W8zOlDRnXn

So .@jamala wants to commemorate in Kiev not Crimea. Odd. In 1944
Crimea was (+ is now) part of Russia not Ukraine https://t.co/zTimmbDsKI

Pro Jamala Anti Jamala



Donald Trump

Pro Trump Anti Trump

Retweet if you are 100 PERCENT voting for Donald Trump Donald Trump said women should be punished for seeking an abortion.
That's not a distraction—it's a disgrace. https://t.co/sbJ3opebyB

@realDonaldTrump Fugedaboudit!!! The woman in New York love Donald
Trump!!! https://t.co/7yzgMHVzL4

At this point, Donald Trump has insulted the vast majority of Americans. The
good news is, there's something we can all do about it: Vote.

Thank you, @NYPost! #Trump2016 https://t.co/KzGweIxaEo“ Read and sign this letter that people all over are signing to Donald Trump:
https://t.co/S56QbW5K5C

The police are the most mistreated people in this country,” Donald Trump
#BlueLivesMatter #Trump2016 https://t.co/WfJvWUkMaB

We’ve earned more votes than any other candidate—Republican or
Democrat. https://t.co/tRJNMj86AJ https://t.co/XJIt2bGevs

Nobody beats me on National Security. https://t.co/sCrj4Ha1I5 Study: Hillary Clinton, not Donald Trump, gets the most negative media
coverage https://t.co/CyONOdTU0

Donald Trump #DonaldTrump #NewYork #NY #NYPrimary #RhodeIsland
#Pennsylvania #NewYork4Trump #Delaware #CT #Maryland
https://t.co/iYfo13Jjut

Donald Trump says wages are too high. (Yeah, you read that right.)
https://t.co/up8ZI1WULC

Latinos For Donald Trump 2016 "Go Out &amp; #VoteTrump"
#LatinosForTrump #Hispanics4Trump #Trump2016 @realDonaldTrump
https://t.co/eSNy170CXu

Happy to hear @realDonaldTrump accepted my challenge to debate one-on-
one: https://t.co/mikc6fXZei

1987: Donald J. Trump Celebrated As Model Citizen in #NYC. Remember�
TV without HD? #NYPrimary #MAGA #Trump2016 https://t.co/5ROvjhJyAK

I’ve released 9 years of tax returns. RT if you agree it’s time for Donald
Trump to release his! https://t.co/08whtFVC0r

The Post endorses Donald Trump https://t.co/bGIxG1DnZO
https://t.co/1lC8E4Xi89

Donald Trump says wages are too high. Really? Hardworking Americans
don't think so. https://t.co/5oEK9UhGI1 https://t.co/1z0tuCedJa

I'm a Veteran. I was born in Mexico, but I am here Legally! I am not racist! I
support Donald Trump ���� #Trump2016 https://t.co/pD076BcWU5

It's not just Trump: Every Republican presidential candidate has attacked
women's health and rights. https://t.co/3TQdSvYTSs

Pro Trump Anti Trump



Discussed So Far

Event
Detection,

Localization,
Tracking

Fact-finding

Polarization
Analysis

Anomaly
Explanation



A Signal Processing Stack for
Social Sensing

 A layered social sensing architecture

Physical World
Events

Receiver

(Social) Signal layer – “tuning the radio”

Logical bit-channel layer – “decoding the channel”

Fusion layer

Application layer

The Social Medium



Capability #4

Anomaly Explanation



Insight

 Cued by anomaly seen by a sensor (or
other source), find an event on social
media that correlates with the anomaly’s
location and time. It will likely explain it!



A Different Use-case:
Anomaly Explanation

 Explain anomalous traffic conditions on freeways in
three California cities: Los Angeles, San Francisco, San
Diego

 Sensor data: Department of Transportation publishes
freeway speed data (from thousands of sensors) once
every 30 seconds

 Twitter data: Collected California Twitter data with
keyword “Traffic”

 Input: Location of sensor experiencing anomaly

 Output: Ranked list of tweets that comprise possible
explanations.

 Find events with specific sensor location references

 Rank their tweets by information gain of underlying
keyword pairs



Time, Location:
6pm, Aug 17th, I-15 N, LA

Event Signature:
“Cajon”, “Pass”

Possible Explanation (from Twitter):
Cleghorn Fire in Cajon Pass Snarls Traffic
on I-15: (KTLA) One northbound lane on
the 15 Freeway was reopened...
http:\\t.co\nieqh4nsMX

URL:
http:\\t.co\nieqh4nsMX

One northbound lane on the 15 Freeway was
reopened Saturday evening in the Cajon Pass as
firefighters continued to battle the so-called
Cleghorn fire, authorities said. All southbound lanes
on Interstate 15 were open, according to the U.S.
Forest Service. State Road 138 remained closed
from the 15 Freeway to Summit Valley Road.

Example 1: Forest Fire



Time, Location:
8pm, Aug 18th, SB I-710, LA

Event Signature:
“Drunk”, “Kills”

Possible Explanation (from Twitter):
27-Year-Old Drunk Driver Hits, Kills Man
Trying To Stop Traffic On 710
http:\\t.co\rMoI7DxFH4

URL:
http:\\t.co\rMoI7DxFH4

A 27-year-old Long Beach woman faces a possible felony charge
after fatally hitting a pedestrian on the 710 Freeway while she
drove intoxicated.
Melanie Gosch struck a man in his 20s at about 8 p.m. on Sunday
near Imperial Highway on the southbound 710 in South Gate,
according to City News Service. The man, whose name has been
withheld, was allegedly trying to stop traffic in the number three
freeway lane.
Police responded to the scene after a caller reported a "long-
haired man in dark clothing" on the freeway. Within a minute, the
California Highway Patrol received a call that a pedestrian was
lying in the freeway. The man was pronounced dead at the scene.
Gosch stopped her 2007 Nissan Sentra after striking the man, and
she was arrested and booked on suspicion of causing injury or
death while driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

Example 2: Pedestrian Death



Time, Location:
8pm, Aug 19th, I-10E, LA

Event Signature:
“Crashes”, “Divider”

Possible Explanation (from Twitter):
1 dead, 9 hurt in fiery crashes on 10 Fwy
in Pomona; EB 10 closed, traffic allowed to
pass along center divider
http:\\t.co\cCu8xLzx1U

URL:
http:\\t.co\cCu8xLzx1U

POMONA, Calif. (KTLA) — The investigation continued Tuesday into
a pair of chain-reaction crashes on the 10 Freeway in Pomona that
left one person dead and eight others injured. One killed, eight
hurt in pair of chain-reaction crashes on 10 Freeway in Pomona. It
all happened around 8 p.m. on Monday on the eastbound 10
Freeway near Towne Avenue, according to the California Highway
Patrol. The first crash involved four cars and created a traffic back-
up, CHP officials said. That’s when a second crash occurred
involving a big rig with a full tank of diesel fuel and three other
vehicles. The fuel tank of the big rig ruptured, causing it to burst
into flames, authorities said. The driver of the semi was able to get
out safely. However, the driver of a red BMW that became trapped
under the big rig was not able to escape. That person, who was
not immediately identified, died at the scene.

Example 3: Vehicle Crash



Time, Location:
8pm, Sept 1st , 405N, LA

Event Signature:
“Explosion”, “lifeinLA”

Possible Explanation (from Twitter):
Heading to LAX. Traffic backed UP on 405
N due to an SUV explosion... #lifeinLA
#405parkinglot http://t.co/UBxUYMGrkS

URL:
http://t.co/UBxUYMGrkS

Example 4: Vehicle Explosion



Results:
Anomaly Explanation Study

 Recall = Percentage of events explained in top 5 tweets.
 Los Angeles: 83%

 San Diego: 100%

 San Francisco: 100%

(for Hazard related events)

 Precision: Average rank of correct explanation of found traffic anomalies
(after sorting and filtering).

Information
Gain (IG)

Spatial filter
+ IG

Credibility
filter + IG

Spatial +
Cred. + IG

Los Angeles 1.43 1.36 1.36 1.29

San
Francisco

1.6 1.6 1.2 1

San Diego 1.14 1.07 1.21 1.2



Example: Anomaly Explanation
Fukushima leak (Feb 2014)

Peak observed in radiation
sensor readings near the
Fukushima Nuclear Plant.



Peak observed in radiation
sensor readings near the
Fukushima Nuclear Plant.Feb 19, 2014

Example: Anomaly Explanation
Fukushima leak (Feb 2014)



Conclusions

 An emerging computing area: Data services for decision
support
 Talk focused on social sensing

 Challenge: understand the social sensing modality
(acoustic, magnetic, optical, and now social)
 Physical events impact the social medium which responds with a

signature

 Analyze signature to measure the event

 Challenge: Accurately detect and track physical events
(matching a user’s interest)

 Challenge: Accurately assess data veracity

 Challenge: Automatically explain phenomena of interest



Tool Available Online

Link:
apollofactfinder.net

Book:

Social Sensing: Building Reliable Systems on Unreliable Data
Dong Wang, Tarek Abdelzaher, Lance Kaplan, Morgan Kaufmann, 1st
Edition, April, 2015


